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Abstract9

Active source near-vertical reflection (NVR) data from the interdisciplinary project TIPTEQ were10

used to image and identify structural and petrophysical properties within the Chilean subduction11

zone at 38.25◦S, where in 1960 the largest earthquake ever recorded (Mw 9.5) occurred. Reflection12

seismic images of the subduction zone were obtained using the post-stack depth migration technique13

to process the three components of the NVR data, allowing to present P- and S-stacked time14

sections and depth-migrated seismic reflection images. Next, the reflectivity method allowed to15

model traveltimes and amplitude ratios of pairs of reflections for two 1D profiles along the studied16

transect. The 1D seismic velocities that produced the synthetic seismograms with amplitudes and17

traveltimes that fit the observed ones were used to infer the rock composition of the different layers18

in each 1D profile. Finally, an image of the subduction zone is given. The Chilean subduction19

zone at 38.25◦S underlies a continental crust with highly reflective horizontal, as well as dipping20

events. Among them, the Lanalhue Fault Zone (LFZ), interpreted to be east-dipping, is imaged21

to very shallow depths for the first time. In terms of seismic velocities, the inferred composition22
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of the continental crust is in agreement with field geology observations at the surface along the23

profile. Furthermore, no measurable amounts of fluids above the plate interface in the continental24

crust in this part of the Chilean subduction zone are necessary to explain the results. A large-25

scale anisotropy in the continental crust and upper mantle is qualitatively proposed. However,26

quantitative studies on this topic in the continental crust of the Chilean subduction zone at 38.25◦S27

do not exist to date.28

1 Introduction29

Many earthquakes of great magnitude occur in the seismically coupled part of subduction zones30

such as the active continental margin of southern Chile. Here, several earthquakes of magnitude31

greater than 8 have been recorded, including the greatest ever recorded to date with Mw 9.532

(Fig. 1), thus making this seismogenic zone one of high scientific interest.33

Substantial knowledge about the structures, processes and properties within the seismogenic34

coupling zone of southern Chile has been obtained over the last years through geophysical programs35

such as ISSA-2000 (Integrated Seismological experiment in the Southern Andes; Lüth et al., 2003;36

Bohm, 2004), SPOC (Subduction Processes Off Chile; Krawczyk and the SPOC Team, 2003)37

and TIPTEQ (from The Incoming Plate to mega-Thrust EarthQuake processes). The TIPTEQ38

project, which comprised multi-disciplinary subprojects, aimed to investigate the thermal state39

and structure of the oceanic plate and the subduction zone, the seismicity and nucleation of large40

subduction-related earthquakes, the rheology and composition of the subducting sediments and41

the role of water in all of the above (Rietbrock et al., 2005; Scherwath et al., 2006).42

In this work, active source near-vertical reflection (NVR) data from TIPTEQ were used to obtain43

P- and S-wave seismic reflection images of the continental crust and the plate interface beneath44

the Coastal Cordillera and the Central Valley along an east-west profile at 38.25◦S. Additionally,45

the reflectivity method was used to model synthetic amplitude ratios of pairs of reflectivity bands,46

which allowed to infer the possible composition of the different layers in the continental crust using47

the synthetic input P- and S-velocities to search in a rocks and minerals catalogue. The aim of this48

paper is to obtain an integrative image of the continental crust and the plate interface in southern49

Chile, to quantitatively study their petrophysical properties, such as seismic velocities, Poisson’s50
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ratios and amount of fluids, and to characterize the rock types within the Chilean subduction zone.51

2 Tectonics52

Located at 38.25◦S (see Fig. 1), the study area corresponds to the southern Chile margin, where53

the oceanic Nazca plate, with an age of ∼25 Ma (Sdrolias and Müller, 2006), subducts obliquely54

under the South American plate at an angle of N82.4◦E and with a convergence rate of 6.6555

cm a−1 (Kendrick et al., 2003). The western flank of the Andes in the study area consists of56

the Coastal Cordillera by the Pacific Ocean and the Central Valley just east of it. The latter57

is a basin formed by Oligocene-Miocene volcanic and sedimentary rocks, which are covered by58

Pliocene-Quaternary sediments (Melnick and Echtler, 2006). The Coastal Cordillera is composed59

mainly of metamorphic rocks. Here, distinction based on contrasting lithologies and tectono-60

metamorphic signatures is made between the western and the eastern series, which are separated by61

the NNW-SSE striking, sinistral Lanalhue fault zone (LFZ). Local seismic catalogues show ongoing62

seismic activity along this fault (Haberland et al., 2006). The western series, occurring southwest63

of 38.2◦S, is a Late-Carboniferous to Triassic basal-accretionary forearc wedge complex (Glodny64

et al., 2008). The main lithologies are meta-turbidites, chlorite schists and minor metabasites, with65

local occurrences of cherts, serpentinites and sulphide bodies (Hervé, 1988; Glodny et al., 2008).66

The eastern series, a frontally-accreted complex located northeast of 38.2◦S, consists of Permian-67

Carboniferous magmatic arc granitoids and associated metasediments (Hervé, 1988; Glodny et al.,68

2008). In the Late Carboniferous, around 300 Ma ago, the subduction process initiated in this69

region, with the LFZ as a normal fault separating the frontally accreted eastern series from the70

then exhuming western series. Later on, in the Early Permian, the segment of the LFZ between71

37.8◦S and 39.75◦S transformed into a semi-ductile to brittle, sinistral strike–slip fault (Glodny72

et al., 2008).73

3 TIPTEQ seismic data74

The onshore active source experiment within TIPTEQ, which was carried out in January 2005,75

consisted of explosive sources executed every 1.5 km along a so-called common depth point (CDP)76
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west-east trending profile at 38.25◦S, starting approximately in Victoria in the east to Quidico at77

the Pacific Ocean (see Fig. 1). The CDP line was calculated with linear regression using GPS data78

along selected roads. Fig. 1 shows the geographic location of the shots along the receiver line.79

For this work, the near-vertical incidence reflection (NVR) seismic data were used. The data80

consist of 76 shots, including three shots off the line in the east. The highest fold achieved was 8-81

fold. 955 receiver stations were used, each 100 m apart (projected on the CDP line). 180 stations,82

all with one 3-component geophone buried 20 - 40 cm deep, were deployed at once to form the83

active spread, giving a spread length of 18 km, which moved from east to west towards the ocean.84

The deployed receiver stations consisted of an Earth Data Logger (EDL) recording unit, which85

recorded in miniSEED continuous data format, with a sampling rate of 5 ms.86

The experiment provided high resolution P-wave reflection seismic images at this part of the87

margin for the first time (Micksch, 2008; Groß et al., 2008). See e.g. Micksch (2008) for further88

information about the experiment setup, as well as for the initial raw data processing (e.g. data89

format conversion, creation of a parameter and field geometry database, surgical and top mutes).90

4 Data processing91

The NVR data processing prepared the seismic data for the post-stack depth migration of the92

vertical component to obtain P-reflection seismic images, and of both horizontal components to93

obtain S-reflection seismic images.94

Unlike the vertical component processing flow that produced the P-wave reflection seismic95

images obtained by Micksch (2008) and Groß et al. (2008), the data processing shown here produced96

P-wave phase stack and migration images instead of envelope reflection seismic images. A similar97

workflow produced S-reflection seismic images by separately processing both horizontal NVR data98

components. As the CDP profile is E-W, the EW-component is the radial component and the99

NS-component is the transverse component. Table 1 shows the details of the processing sequences.100

Differences between the seismic processing for S-reflectivity with respect to the processing of101

P-reflectivity include firstly the elevation statics. Unlike for P-wave seismic processing, time shifts102

from a constant velocity might not represent the best static correction for S-waves (e.g. for uncon-103

solidated sediments such as those in the first kilometres depth, where S-velocities are close to zero).104
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Following Dohr (1985), the static corrections used for S-reflectivity processing used the topogra-105

phy and the S-wave velocities in the first kilometres depth along the TIPTEQ profile obtained by106

Ramos et al. (2016).107

The selected bandpass filter for the S-wave processing (4 - 8 - 20 - 40 Hz) removed most of the108

groundroll. The remaining surface-wave data were removed using a surgical mute. 8 Hz was chosen109

instead of the 10 Hz of the bandpass filter in the P-reflectivity processing because inspection of110

the data showed that S-wave reflectivity signals are present at lower frequencies. The filter was111

also more restrictive with higher frequencies, since the observed S-wave reflectivity was in general112

of poorer quality than P-reflectivity and higher frequencies added unwanted noise. Additionally,113

a post-stack time and space variant bandpass filter was applied to the stacked S-reflectivity data.114

This filter removed low-frequency noise in the first seconds, contributing to a general improvement115

of the signal-to-noise ratio.116

During the pre-stack processing, random noise was reduced by using a complex Wiener unit117

prediction filter before using the Tau-P transform for coherency enhancement. Otherwise, the118

transform also acted on the random noise and did not contribute to improving the contrast between119

real seismic reflections and noise. In the P-reflectivity processing sequence the unit prediction filter120

was not necessary.121

The S-velocity model used for stacking and depth migration was an empirical model, as S-waves122

are more sensitive to velocity variations than P-waves. The use of this empirical velocity model123

introduced a slightly more constructive stack of traces when compared to velocity models obtained124

from other data sets.125

4.1 Imaging results126

The time stacked reflection seismic image in Fig. 2 shows coherent, horizontal and dipping re-127

flections that are spatially continuous for tens of kilometres. In particular, three prominent east-128

dipping reflectivity bands are observed beneath the western portion of the profile, with the lower-129

most band at such depths that it corresponds to the plate interface. East of the LFZ, these three130

bands are joined by an uppermost fourth band. No reflector related to the continental Moho was131

found, but a west-dipping steep reflector at the eastern part of the profile, between 19 s and 27132
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s, also observed by Groß et al. (2008) and Micksch (2008) can be clearly observed. The stacked133

image has a higher noise level around 50 km at all times, thus making the identification of the134

different reflectivity bands here more difficult than in the rest of the profile. A quick test using a135

deconvolution operator before the bandpass filter resulted in an image of inferior overall quality136

(e.g. the plate interface was less evident). However, an event visible in the first 3 seconds near137

50 km (see black arrow in Fig. 3) could be an indication of the geometry of the LFZ at shallower138

depths, which had not been imaged previously (Groß et al., 2008; Micksch, 2008) and was not139

identified without the deconvolution (see Fig. 2).140

Fig. 4 shows for the S-waves the CDP phase-stacked time sections of the east-west and north-141

south components. Similar reflections as in the P-wave stack (Fig. 2) are observed. The appearance142

of the reflections is, however, more spread out over time and the signal-to-noise ratio is lower than143

for the P-stack. Nevertheless, for most of the S-wave reflections, an equivalent P-wave reflection144

can be found. The uppermost band joining the other three east of the LFZ (A in Fig. 4a) was145

not as constructively stacked in this case, but it can still be identified in the EW component. One146

explanation for its low amplitudes could be that the S-velocity contrast giving rise to this reflection147

band is not as high as the P-velocity contrast giving rise to the equivalent reflection band in the148

P-wave stack. Similar to the P-reflectivity stacks, no reflector related to the continental Moho149

was found. Additionally, no west-dipping steep reflector in the eastern part of the profile between150

∼33 - 47 s (S-wave times) was observed in either of the two components. It could be that the151

signal-to-noise ratio did not allow the stacking process to be constructive enough to identify this152

reflection band above the noise.153

In general, Fig. 4 shows that the quality of the stacking is higher on the EW component than154

on the NS component. The fact that the utilized velocities favour the stack on one component over155

the other might be an indication of crustal anisotropy. Evidence for possible crustal anisotropy156

was also observed in the Chilean subduction zone in tomographic studies (Ramos et al., 2016) and157

in studies of electrical resistivity (Brasse et al., 2009; Kapinos et al., 2016).158

Although in general the reflectivity bands are better imaged in the EW component than in159

the NS component, the reflectors B, interpreted to be a Permo-Triassic accretionary wedge by160

Krawczyk et al. (2006), and C, the eastern end of the plate interface, are better imaged in the161
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NS component (see Fig. 4b). Additionally, reflector D was not observed either on the EW or162

the vertical component. Reflector E is better imaged in the horizontal components than in the163

vertical component and the east-dipping reflector F had not been previously imaged in the P-164

stacks. Although these reflectors in the easternmost part of the profile seem to be clearly stacked,165

their interpretation must be taken with caution, as they lie in a portion of the profile where the166

CDP fold is very low.167

The post-stack depth migrated image for P-wave reflectivity (Fig. 5) has similar characteristics168

as the P-stack image, with several bent, dipping and horizontal reflectors. The strength of the169

reflections varies along the different reflectors (e.g. along the plate interface). Whereas the three170

prominent east-dipping reflectivity bands beneath the western portion maintain their separate171

character, the middle two of the four reflectivity bands below the eastern part seem to lose clarity as172

separate bands the further east one goes. The steep west-dipping reflector is migrated to a position173

that is almost perpendicular to the east-dipping plate interface, crossing it beyond the eastern end174

of the profile (which consisted of zero-padded traces). The image does not give information about175

this reflector at shallower depths. Micksch (2008) emphasizes that the recordable dip of a certain176

reflective feature at a certain position depends on the geometry and the length of the spread, a177

point to keep in mind when interpreting and discussing e.g. steep reflections at both ends of the178

profile. Typical migration artefacts can be seen at both ends of the image due to a coarser CDP179

fold. No coherent events are observed above ∼7 km depth.180

Fig. 6 shows the post-stack depth migrated reflection seismic image using a deconvolution181

operator. Less noise in the first kilometres depth than in Fig. 5 seems to allow to follow the182

reflectivity event corresponding to the LFZ to shallower depths.183

5 Amplitude ratios modelling184

Velocity contrasts that would give rise to the observed reflectivity bands in two different portions185

of the TIPTEQ CDP profile (west- and east 1D profiles, WP and EP respectively, Figs. 1, 2 and186

5) were modelled. This was done by matching the mean observed amplitude ratios of the P- and187

S-reflections in the two profiles to synthetic amplitude ratios derived from theoretical seismograms.188

These seismograms were calculated using the reflectivity method as described in Fuchs and Müller189
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(1971), with 1D P- and S-wave velocity models as input. Different studies, such as Fuchs and190

Müller (1971) and Choy et al. (1980) consider that the reflectivity method is appropriate to derive191

layered models of the Earth’s crust. The reflectivity method has the weakness of being a 1D192

modelling method and thus it does not consider the dipping layer interfaces or reflectivity bands,193

such as those in the reflection seismic images of the TIPTEQ transect. With the purpose of194

comparing the effect of neglecting the dip of the reflectors by using a flat-layered model instead195

of a dipping model to calculate synthetic seismograms, a simple test was carried-out. Traveltimes196

and amplitudes of three different P- and S-reflections were calculated for seismograms obtained197

using a flat layer model and a dipping layer model. In the dipping model, a dip of 14◦ was used,198

which is similar to the dip derived for the prominent reflection bands in the TIPTEQ NVR data199

(e.g. Krawczyk et al., 2006 and references therein). A synthetic source was placed at 20 km along200

the profile. The amplitude ratios and traveltimes were calculated at 0 km offset. The comparison201

showed small traveltime differences and negligible amplitude ratio differences between the synthetic202

seismograms calculated using a flat layer model and a dipping layer model, with a dip of 14◦ (see203

Fig. S1).204

5.1 Observed amplitude ratios205

The western profile (WP) along the TIPTEQ CDP line is located at ∼23 km, and the eastern206

profile (EP) at ∼67 km. In both cases, clear reflectivity bands could be observed in the P- and207

S-reflection seismic images. Firstly, the P- and S-reflections to be modelled were identified and208

located in the time domain (see Figs. 2 and 4) and depth domain (see Fig. 5) for both profiles.209

Then, the vertical and radial components of the TIPTEQ NVR data were re-processed to obtain210

stacked images without amplitude enhancers such as the AGC because they change amplitudes in211

an artificial way. For each profile, 70 consecutive CDP locations around 23 and 67 km are chosen.212

For each CDP, the difference between the maximum and the minimum amplitude of the waveform213

in a time window containing the reflection of interest was exported and taken as the observed214

amplitude. Finally, for each pair of P- and S-reflections, the amplitude ratios along the 70 CDPs215

were obtained. The mean value and standard deviation were calculated for each amplitude ratio216

along the 70 CDPs. These mean amplitude ratios were the ones which were chosen to be modelled217
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with the reflectivity method. The standard deviations defined the limits that were deemed to be218

acceptable for the variation in the modelled amplitude ratios with respect to the mean observed219

ratio.220

In the western profile at 23 km, three reflections were chosen for modelling their amplitude221

ratios and arrival times: two intracrustal, here called Pi1P and Pi2P , and their corresponding222

S-reflections Si1S and Si2S and one at the top of the oceanic crust, here called PocP , with the223

corresponding S-reflection SocS. In the eastern profile at 67 km, four reflections were chosen for224

modelling their amplitude ratios and arrival times: three intracrustal, Pi1P , Pi2P and Pi3P , and225

their corresponding S-reflections Si1S, Si2S and Si3S and one at the top of the oceanic crust, PocP226

and the corresponding S-reflection SocS. Figs. 7 and 8 show the observed reflections and their227

arrival times in the stacked reflection seismic images, with amplitude enhancers for visualisation228

purposes. The observed P- and S-amplitude ratios along the 70 CDP, with the mean observed229

amplitude ratio and standard deviation are shown in Figs. S2 and S3.230

5.2 Modelling results231

To construct the 1D P- and S-wave velocity input models for the WP, the depths of the interfaces232

producing the reflections were observed in Fig. 5 and initial P-velocity values and contrasts were233

extracted from the SPOC South (at 38.25◦S) velocity model (Krawczyk et al., 2006). For the234

input 1D S-velocity model, the values that were tested always maintained a Poisson’s ratio greater235

than 0.2 and only varied reasonably with respect to the S-velocities of Ramos et al. (2016). Thus,236

a P-wave velocity contrast from 6.3 - 6.6 km s−1 at 13 km depth was used, providing the one237

necessary absolute velocity contrast needed for the amplitude modelling. For this profile, two 1D238

P- and S-wave velocity models were found among the tests that generated synthetic seismograms239

whose reflections fit the observed amplitude ratios and arrival times (see Fig. 9). Both velocity240

models are similar. In fact, the velocity contrasts at the interfaces are identical, except for the241

interface at 31 km depth (corresponding to the top of the oceanic crust), which produces the242

reflections PocP and SocS. One of the models has a low velocity zone (LVZ) at this depth and243

thus the reflections PocP and SocS show inverse polarity with respect to the other reflections (see244

seismograms in Fig. 9). Note also at 13 km depth the high P-velocity and low S-velocity contrast,245
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which could be an indication for a decrease downwards of the quartz content in the rocks.246

The same considerations for the WP were made for the EP for arrival time windows, depths247

of interfaces, and input 1D velocity models. The second reflector, generating the phases Pi2P and248

Si2S is considered to be the same event as the first reflector, generating the Pi1P and Si1S phases,249

in the western portion. This is due to the eastward dip of the reflection bands. Thus, the same250

P-velocity contrast used previously for the Pi1P reflection in the western portion was used initially251

for the Pi2P reflection in the eastern profile, that is, from 6.3 - 6.6 km s−1 at 22 km depth (∼8 s two-252

way time). Unlike the western portion, where P- and S-velocity models that fit the observations253

were found both with and without a LVZ, the absence of a LVZ in this profile could be discarded254

based on the tectonic geometry as, at 67 km in the TIPTEQ profile, the continental Moho and255

mantle, with a velocity of ∼7.2 km s−1 (Krawczyk et al., 2006) lie above the oceanic crust. Not to256

have a LVZ at the interface between the overlying continental mantle and the underlying oceanic257

crust would mean that the P-wave velocity of the oceanic crust should be greater than the value258

of ∼7.2 km s−1 for the continental mantle, which would be unrealistic.259

For the EP profile, two P- and S-wave velocity models were found among the tests that produced260

synthetic seismograms that fit the observations (see Fig. 10). In this case, both models have a261

LVZ at 42 km depth. Once again, the velocity contrasts for each interface are the same in both262

models. The two models are shown as an illustration of the non-uniqueness of the possible 1D263

velocity models. The first model has a velocity gradient in the layer between the second and264

third reflections and the second model has a layer with a velocity gradient between the third and265

fourth reflections. Note the reverberations in the synthetic seismograms between the reflections266

produced at the top and at the bottom of the layers containing a velocity gradient. These are due267

to the approximation of the velocity gradient using steps and are nevertheless tiny compared to268

the signals of interest.269

The input 1D P- and S-velocity models for both profiles shown here (Figs. 9 and 10), although270

non-unique, vary little with respect to those obtained in previous studies (e.g. Krawczyk et al.271

2006; Micksch 2008; Haberland et al. 2009; Ramos et al. 2016). A comparison made for each profile272

and for each modelled amplitude ratio with respect to the mean observed ones showed that all of273

the modelled amplitude ratios lie within one standard deviation of the mean observed amplitude274
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ratios (see Figs. S4 and S5). Although for both the WP and the EP, the two shown P- and275

S-velocity models that produce reflections that fit the observations differ, the absolute velocity276

contrasts are the same.277

6 Discussion278

To obtain a detailed image and knowledge of the petrophysical properties and rock types within the279

studied portion of the Chilean subduction zone at 38.25◦S, the P- and S-wave post-stack reflection280

seismic images and the synthetic 1D P- and S-wave velocity models from synthetic seismograms281

and amplitude ratio modelling were correlated with the results of other studies in the subduction282

zone. Such studies included e.g. GPS data, magnetotellurics, field geology, thermomechanical and283

gravimetric research. The image can be observed in Fig. 11.284

6.1 Hydration/dehydration processes in the subduction zone285

High resistivity (∼100 - 1000 Ωm) is typical of dry, cold crust and upper mantle, while resistivity286

lower than ∼10 Ωm indicates the presence of a fluid phase such as partial melt and/or aqueous fluids287

(Unsworth and Rondenay, 2012). The presence of water generally reduces the seismic velocity of288

rocks and minerals, affecting especially the S-velocities. For example, Thorwart et al. (2015) find289

evidence of fluid release and melts in the mantle beneath the volcanic arc at 39◦S in the form of290

reduced S-velocities, coinciding with low resistivity observations.291

In the case of the Chilean subduction zone at 38.25◦S, resistivity values indicating a dry, cold292

continental crust are observed, with local exceptions (Kapinos et al., 2016). One such exception lies293

near the coast, between 10 - 25 km depth (see Fig. 11). This high conductivity anomaly coincides294

with low P- and S-velocities (Haberland et al., 2009; Ramos et al., 2016), with high reflectivity295

as seen in the images in this work and also in Krawczyk et al. (2006), Micksch (2008) and Groß296

et al. (2008), and also with a portion of the margin where Völker and Stipp (2015) model fluids297

being released from the oceanic crust under the continental forearc. Although such fluids can298

e.g. accumulate along the plate boundary or migrate upwards along the decollement, the results299

indicate that they could migrate into the upper continental crust at least partially. A similar300

conductor has been observed in other subduction zones such as northern Cascadia and Costa Rica301
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(Kapinos et al., 2016). Another high conductivity anomaly in the crust obtained by Kapinos et al.302

(2016) is closely correlated to a zone of very low P- and S-velocities just beneath the surface,303

at ∼55 km along the TIPTEQ profile, reaching values as low as 2 and 1.7 km s−1, respectively304

(Micksch, 2008; Ramos et al., 2016). This anomaly is located just east of the mapped LFZ (see305

Fig. 11). It is probably slightly offset from its true location and represents highly conductive and306

weathered sediments. The conductor related to the continental mantle wedge in the 2D resistivity307

model is in the 3D model less conductive and apparently not completely connected to the mantle308

wedge (Kapinos et al., 2016). Due to this difference between both models, this conductor is not309

further taken into account in the integrative interpretation.310

Onshore, the resistivity model of Kapinos et al. (2016) and the P- and S-wave velocity models of311

the studied region (Haberland et al., 2009; Ramos et al., 2016) show no evidence for the presence of312

fluids released from e.g. the subducting sediments due to compaction dewatering and dehydration313

reactions. Offshore however, clear evidence for active fluid seepage at the seafloor in the rupture314

area of the Mw 8.8 Maule earthquake is shown by Geersen et al. (2016). This apparent difference315

between the onshore and offshore regimes is in agreement with the model of Völker and Stipp316

(2015), which showed fluids being released from the oceanic crust beneath the offshore part of the317

forearc but not beneath the onshore part covered by the profile presented in this study.318

Different studies have found an effective, although qualitative, correlation between high reflec-319

tivity and zones of peak dehydration and/or elevated pore pressure (Ide et al. 2007; Saffer and320

Tobin 2011 and references therein). Hyndman and Peacock (2003) and Ide et al. (2007) have linked321

the updip limit of the seismogenic zone to evidence of anomalous porosity, low P-wave velocity and322

high reflectivity, suggesting elevated fluid pressure and extremely low effective stress. Their mod-323

els for the downdip limit show high vp/vs ratios and reflectivity. Observations of low S-velocities324

and high Poisson’s ratios in the subducted oceanic crust in Japan and southern Mexico have been325

linked to zones of high pore fluid pressure at 25 - 50 km depth and between the locations of the326

350 - 450 ◦C isotherms (Saffer and Tobin, 2011). Although in theory, the width of the seismogenic327

zone should be controlled to first order by the plate temperatures, with 100 - 150 ◦C for the updip328

and 350 - 450 ◦C for the downdip limit (Völker et al., 2011), high seismicity is observed in different329

zones along the plate interface in the study area. One example is at depths greater than 40 km330
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(Bohm, 2004; Haberland et al., 2006), which was the preferred continental Moho depth of Micksch331

(2008), and where the continental Moho abutted against the oceanic crust (see Fig. 11). Völker332

et al. (2011) propose that the subduction channel extending even beneath the continental mantle333

could explain the seismicity in this zone. On the other hand, high microseismicity fading at ∼33334

km depth is explained by Völker et al. (2011) as the subduction channel controlling the downdip335

seismic-aseismic transition, as the subducted and accreted (meta)sediments are much weaker than336

the surrounding rocks of the lower continental crust. Thus, the downdip limit of the seismogenic337

zone in southern Chile might be controlled by neither a particular crustal structure regime nor338

by the 450◦C isotherm, which lies at ∼70 km depth, beneath the Central Valley in the thermal339

model of Völker et al. (2011), but by a combination of several factors. Additionally, Völker et al.340

(2011) propose that microseismicity might not represent the updip and downdip limits. In this341

work, the interpreted width of the seismogenic zone is in agreement with the one suggested by342

Haberland et al. (2009), extending from ∼20 - 50 km depth (see yellow line in Fig. 11). On the one343

hand, the updip seismic-aseismic transition coincides with high reflectivity, low P- and S-velocities344

and a zone of fluids being partially released from the oceanic crust. On the other hand, the in-345

terpreted downdip limit of the seismogenic zone coincides with the point where fluids are newly346

released from the oceanic crust and a high Poisson’s ratio anomaly. In Maksymowicz et al. (2017)347

and Contreras-Reyes et al. (2017), the up-dip limit of the Maule earthquake is discussed, being348

significantly shallower than the 20 km depth proposed here for the up-dip limit of the seismogenic349

zone. An explanation could be that the rupture plane of a great earthquake extends further up-dip350

than what is usually defined as the up-dip limit of the seismogenic zone. The post-stack migra-351

tion images show reflectivity increasing at ∼45 km depth (see Fig. 5). The S-reflectivity on the352

horizontal components at this depth is low in the EW component, but high in the NS component.353

This suggests that probably the stacking velocities in this part of the profile favor the NS over the354

EW component, indicating once again the possibility of a high-scale crustal anisotropy.355

6.2 Updated structural image of the southern Chile subduction zone356

In general, all the reflections are depth-migrated to about the same depths in every P- and S-357

reflection seismic image in this profile (S-wave depth-migrated images are not shown, as they should358
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in theory look similar to their P-reflectivity equivalent, and although this is true in practice, the359

quality of the images is poorer). Differences are no larger than some kilometres, and they coincide360

with previous reflection seismic images as well (Krawczyk and the SPOC Team, 2003; Micksch,361

2008; Groß et al., 2008). In the case of the S-reflection seismic images, it validates the empirical362

stacking velocities used during the seismic processing. The oceanic crust is imaged with different363

intensity along the profile, with especially high intensity in the eastern part, below ∼45 km depth364

(see Fig. 5), attributed to a zone of high pore pressure and dehydration processes. An interpretation365

of the top of the oceanic crust was made using the events from the ISSA-2000 and TIPTEQ local366

seismicity catalogues along with the existing reflection seismic images (Ramos et al., 2016). The367

interpreted geometry of the top of the slab and the oceanic Moho results in an oceanic crust with368

∼7 - 8 km thickness, in agreement with previous reflectivity studies in the area (e.g. Rauch, 2005;369

Krawczyk et al., 2006; Micksch, 2008; Contreras-Reyes et al., 2008). The depth of the oceanic370

Moho in Fig. 11, which cannot be identified in the reflection seismic images using the TIPTEQ371

NVR data, was taken from the SPOC wide-angle velocity model (Krawczyk et al., 2006) and372

corresponds to the depth where the P-velocity attains 8 km s−1.373

The depth of the continental Moho used in this work for the integrative interpretation is the374

same as that in Micksch (2008), at ∼40 km depth, which is also the depth at which the P-wave375

velocities from the SPOC wide-angle model reach 7.2 km s−1. The continental Moho is not observed376

in the TIPTEQ NVR data, probably due to the dewatering of the oceanic crust, which results in377

serpentinized forearc mantle material that reduces the velocity contrast between the continental378

crust and the mantle (Groß et al., 2008; Micksch, 2008). No method shows with complete certainty379

the continental Moho. The depth of the Moho from the gravity modelling of Alasonati-Tašárová380

(2007) depends on how the high density body in the continental wedge is interpreted. This high-381

density body overlaps a zone of reduced velocities and there is not a unique interpretation that382

explains the preferred modelled densities, as well as low P-velocities and high Poisson’s ratios.383

It has been discussed whether this body represents exclusively ∼20 - 30% hydrated mantle or if384

it is mafic crustal material, or a combination of both (Krawczyk et al., 2006). The Moho from385

the SPOC model is simply defined as the depth at which the P-velocities reach 7.2 km s−1. It is386

located at 40 km depth, just east of the hypocentre of the Mw 9.5 Valdivia earthquake, as located387
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by Krawczyk and the SPOC Team (2003). Although this interpretation alone of the continental388

Moho is not conclusive, it agrees with the interpreted continental Moho at 39◦S from receiver389

functions of Yuan et al. (2006).390

Haberland et al. (2009) observe low P-velocities of ∼7 km s−1 which would imply a 35% ser-391

pentinized mantle wedge, but low vp/vs values at the base of the forearc which do not support392

a large scale serpentinization of the mantle wedge. They interpret this zone as lower crust at393

depths greater than 35 km, formed by dragged crustal material and they also observed small394

∼20% serpentinization clusters. In particular, a high Poisson’s ratio anomaly is related to low P-395

and S-velocities and high conductivity, as well as high dehydration (Haberland et al., 2009; Völker396

and Stipp, 2015; Kapinos et al., 2016; Ramos et al., 2016). On the other hand, the Poisson’s ratios397

next to it can reach values as low as ∼0.23 (or vp/vs ratios of 1.69). Hacker and Abers (2012)398

suggest that unusually low vp/vs ratios of 1.65 (or Poisson’s ratios of 0.21), with S-velocities of399

∼4.7 km s−1 can be an indicator of strongly anisotropic peridotites rather than unusual composi-400

tion, due to a biased overestimation of S-velocities and/or underestimation of P-velocities, when401

compared to isotropic averages. Although the low Poisson’s ratios in the continental mantle wedge402

are not as low, they are still lower than those for a typical subduction zone mantle wedge of 1.76403

- 1.82 (Hacker and Abers, 2012). Similarly, the S-velocities are not as high as 4.7 km s−1 (Ramos404

et al., 2016). Thus, the interpretation for the continental mantle wedge in this region would be405

that velocities and Poisson’s ratios are too low to be explained by purely serpentinized peridotite,406

although signs of serpentinization from different results are present in clusters. If anisotropy exists407

in the mantle wedge, it is not as strong as reported by Hacker and Abers (2012).408

In the work of Becerra et al. (2013), at the latitude of the Arauco peninsula, they interpret a409

prominent fault system near the coast as the transition between the western series and the eastern410

series, but at 38.25◦S this is not possible. Here, the presence of faults at the coast could represent411

a paleo-backstop as well, but more likely between what is offshore (presumably sediments) and the412

western series.413

Some features not observed before this work include the steep east-dipping reflector observed414

in the EW S-reflection seismic image, located between ∼85 - 95 km and 10 - 20 km depth. This415

reflector has a geometry which is probably difficult to be resolved due to the low data fold at416
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the eastern end of the profile. Its nature will probably remain uncertain unless a new seismic417

experiment retrieves additional data further east. Another such feature is the reflector that has418

been interpreted as the east-dipping Lanalhue Fault Zone (LFZ, see Fig. 11). Although this419

reflector had been observed in the past, it was imaged up to ∼2 km depth in the P-wave post-420

stack migration image for the first time, using a deconvolution operator.421

The true nature of the steep westward-dipping reflector that is prominent in the time and depth422

sections between 95 - 140 profile km beneath 30 km depth will remain uncertain unless more seismic423

data are collected. Due to the geometry of the seismic experiment, only the steep reflectivity has424

been recovered in the location of this reflector, as it lies beyond the eastern end of the profile.425

Furthermore, another possible artefact is that the imaged reflector will look larger than the actual426

reflector. A rheological boundary with ascending fluid paths, as found by Bloch et al. (2014) (and427

references therein) in northern Chile seems unlikely in this case. Firstly, no global or local seismic428

catalogue contains seismicity associated with the reflector, as it is located mainly in the aseismic429

continental mantle. Secondly, no related strong temperature gradient is proposed in this region430

(Völker et al., 2011). Thirdly, it is difficult to find high velocity contrasts or vp/vs anomalies in this431

region, because it lies at the limits of validity of the existent local models. The speculation of Groß432

et al. (2008), that this reflector is related to a possible ascent path for fluids and/or melts towards433

the volcanic arc is still the most reasonable hypothesis. However further research is required and434

should prove to give an interesting insight into the possible nature of this reflector.435

6.3 Lithological units within the continental crust inferred from the reflectivity436

method437

The synthetic 1D P- and S-velocities that produced synthetic seismograms with traveltimes and438

amplitude ratios of reflections that fit the observed ones were used to infer the composition and439

the rocks of different lithological units in the continental crust. This was done by matching the440

synthetic velocities to those in the catalogues of rocks and minerals from Stadtlander et al. (1999)441

and references therein, and Hacker and Abers (2004). The inferred units can be observed in Fig. 11.442

Unit 1 is characterized by a general low Poisson’s ratio anomaly with local elevated Poisson’s443

ratios near the surface corresponding to unconsolidated sediments (Ramos et al., 2016). The lower444
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limit of this layer at 5 km depth coincides with an intra-crustal discontinuity in the density model445

of Tassara and Echaurren (2012). It also coincides with seismic P- and S-velocity isolines of 6 and446

3.4 km s−1, respectively (Haberland et al., 2009; Ramos et al., 2016).447

In the western profile, at 23 km, three amplitude ratios (or, equivalently, layer boundaries) were448

modelled. In the eastern profile, at 67 km, four reflections were modelled, but in this case only four449

layers were analysed, as the fifth layer, corresponding to the oceanic crust, lies deeper than 40 km.450

The laboratory samples used to produce the rocks and minerals catalogues were not exposed to451

such high pressures, so no information is available for this layer. The layers in the western profile452

are interpreted to extend to the eastern profile, so that for every reflection in the western profile,453

there is a reflection that originates at the same layer boundary in the eastern profile (see Fig. 11).454

Unit 2 is interpreted to be the intrusive, granitic coastal batholith (covered by sediments near455

the surface). The modelled P- and S-velocities for this layer were 5.94 and 3.38 km s−1 respectively,456

with the consequent Poisson’s ratio (σ) of 0.26. Example rock types found in the catalogues, which457

fit the velocities and σ in this layer, are granite, diorite and gneiss.458

Unit 3 reaches depths of about 23 km in the eastern part. This layer had low S-reflectivity at459

the reflectors related to the LFZ and the Permo-Triassic accretionary wedge and thus the modelled460

velocity contrasts corresponding to those reflectors were very small (0.04 - 0.08 km s−1). In the461

western part, the modelled P- and S-velocities for this layer were 6.1 - 6.3 and 3.4 - 3.72 km s−1
462

respectively, with σ = 0.27, whilst in the eastern part, they were about 6.3 and 3.46 km s−1, with463

σ = 0.28. This layer was interpreted to be rich in amphibolite in the western part and changing464

to metabasite as it dips to greater depths towards the east. Additionally, rocks such as gneiss and465

gabbro are found to match the modelled velocities. Gabbro in particular, is observed exclusively466

in the western series (Hervé, 1988; Ardiles, 2003; Glodny et al., 2008) and its presence in this layer467

would again support an east-dipping LFZ.468

Unit 4 has in the western part modelled P- and S-velocities of 6.6 and 3.76 km s−1 respectively,469

with σ of about 0.26. In the eastern part, slight variations of the modelled velocities that still fit the470

observations did not introduce great changes in the interpretation of the rocks in this layer. Such471

P- and S-velocities ranged in the eastern part between ∼6.6 - 7 and 3.7 - 3.85 km s−1 respectively,472

with σ ∼0.26 - 0.27. This layer was also interpreted to be amphibolite-rich in the western part,473
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changing into granulite as it dips towards the east. Once again, gneiss and gabbro could also be474

present in this layer.475

Unit 5 is constrained below by the oceanic crust. The modelled P- and S-velocities in the476

western part are 6.72 and 3.85 km s−1, with σ slightly smaller than 0.26. As this layer dips in the477

eastern direction, it is interpreted to represent in part the continental mantle wedge. Modelled P-478

and S-velocities in this part of the profile are ∼6.9 - 7.3 and 4 - 4.2 km s−1, resulting in σ ranging479

between values as low as 0.24 and 0.26. It is interesting that at 67 km a low Poisson’s ratio anomaly480

reaching values as low as 0.23 can be identified in the continental mantle wedge. The interpretation481

of this layer in the western part is that it is more mafic than the overlying layers, with amphibolite482

starting to become granulite at these depths and with the presence of gabbro and serpentinized483

peridotite. As one moves to the east, gabbro could also be present in the eastern profile, but484

although the P- and S-velocities can be explained by 30% serpentinized peridotite (Hacker and485

Abers, 2004), which would be expected to be observed at these depths in a serpentinized mantle,486

the corresponding σ are not as low as the modelled ones. As suggested by Hacker and Abers487

(2012), anisotropy in peridotite in the continental mantle can explain that P- and/or S-velocities488

are biased with respect to their isotropic laboratory equivalents. Thus, the eastern part of this489

layer is interpreted to consist of two sub-layers, separated by the continental Moho (which is490

not identifiable in the observed reflectivity data): mafic, gabbro-rich lower crust, down to 40 km491

depth and above the continental mantle, which extends down to ∼45 km above the oceanic crust492

(reflectivity is observed starting at 42 km depth), with ∼20% anisotropic serpentinized peridotite,493

in agreement with Krawczyk et al. (2006) and Haberland et al. (2009).494

Finally, the oceanic crust in the western profile has modelled P- and S-velocities near the top495

of the layer of ∼6.9 and 3.9 km s−1, with σ of about 0.27. The rock found in the catalogue496

to match these observations is gabbro, which is in agreement with Haberland et al. (2009), who497

additionally suggest metamorphosed mid-oceanic ridge basalt (MORB) as a possible explanation498

for the observations.499

The interpreted composition and rocks of each layer are in agreement with geological observa-500

tions at the surface along the western and eastern series (Hervé, 1988; Ardiles, 2003; Burón, 2003;501

SERNAGEOMIN, 2003; Glodny et al., 2005; Melnick and Echtler, 2006; Glodny et al., 2008). The502
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presence of rocks observed in the western series at 67 km along the TIPTEQ profile supports once503

again an east-dipping LFZ.504

7 Conclusions505

An updated structural image of the southern Chilean subduction zone at 38.25◦S was obtained506

thanks to post-stack depth-migration P- and S-reflection seismic images and amplitude ratio mod-507

elling of seismic reflections. The S-reflection seismic images obtained in this work allowed to extend508

the knowledge of the structure and composition of the continental crust, as well as the possible509

geometry of the layers composing it. They also allowed to study the possible presence of fluids510

in terms of seismic velocities and reflected waves, which was one of the aims within the TIPTEQ511

project. The use of a deconvolution operator in the post-stack migrated P-reflectivity, although512

only quickly tested, helped to obtain information about the east-dipping Lanalhue Fault Zone513

(LFZ) closer to the surface for the first time.514

The synthetic 1D P- and S-velocity models used to model seismic reflections whose traveltimes515

and amplitude ratios fit the observed ones, allowed a first order interpretation of the composition516

and rocks forming the different geological units in the continental crust. Although such input ve-517

locity models are non-unique, they do not vary greatly and the velocity contrasts between adjacent518

layers are more or less constant. The modelled velocities and Poisson’s ratios show a continental519

crust consisting of east-dipping layers with compositions which are in agreement with geological520

observations along the profile. They show that Unit 2 (see units in Fig. 11) has a granitic compo-521

sition, and is probably formed by rocks such as granite, diorite and gneiss. It is thus interpreted as522

the subsurface, intrusive coastal batholith. Unit 3 is interpreted to represent the Permo-Triassic523

accretionary wedge. This layer is interpreted to be amphibolite-rich in the western part, transition-524

ing as it dips down into metabasite in the eastern part, with gneiss and gabbro as other possible525

rocks to be found. An elevated Poisson’s ratio body in this layer (see Fig. 11) might represent526

granulite, gabbro or serpentinized peridotite (Ramos et al., 2016). Unit 4 is also interpreted as527

being amphibolite-rich in the west, changing to granulite as it dips towards the eastern part, with528

the possible presence of gneiss and gabbro. Unit 5, just above the oceanic crust, probably consists529

of gabbro, granulite and serpentinized peridotite in the western part. The eastern part of this530
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layer, just east of the location of the Mw9.5 Valdivia earthquake, is interpreted to be divided into531

two sub-layers. The upper sub-layer, down to ∼40 km depth, probably represents mafic, gabbro-532

rich lower continental crust. The sub-layer below, overlying the oceanic crust is interpreted as the533

continental mantle wedge, with clusters that could indicate a ∼20% serpentinization of peridotite,534

but with Poisson’s ratios lower than expected, based on isotropic velocities derived from laboratory535

samples.536

Based on the interpretation of the composition of Units 3, 4 and 5 above the oceanic crust,537

rocks of the western series are interpreted to be present also in the eastern part of the profile either538

directly (e.g. gabbro) or as (higher-grade) metamorphic equivalents (e.g. metabasite, granulite).539

If the LFZ was purely vertical, no rocks of the western series should be present in the eastern540

part of the profile, as field geology studies do not report their presence at the surface. Thus, an541

east-dipping LFZ is inferred from seismic velocities, in agreement with geological and reflectivity542

observations.543

From the conductors modelled from magnetotelluric data in the continental crust, only one544

near the coast should possibly be related to fluids in the continental crust. This high conductivity545

anomaly, although related to high P- and S-reflectivity, sporadically low P- and S- velocities and546

high pore pressure and dehydration, is not related to high Poisson’s ratios. If fluids are present in547

this anomaly, they are not well detected by seismic velocities. In fact, the results from the seismic548

data suggest no measurable amounts of fluids above the plate interface in the continental crust in549

this part of the Chilean subduction zone.550

The anisotropy topic was addressed several times in this work. The presence of a large-scale551

crustal – and upper-mantle – anisotropy would explain some observations, such as: stacking S-552

velocities resulting in certain reflectors that are better imaged in one horizontal component than553

in the other; inferred anisotropy in peridotite in the continental mantle wedge, observed as low554

Poisson’s ratios not matching their isotropic laboratory equivalents. The presence of a large-555

scale crustal anisotropy has also been suggested by magnetotelluric studies in the region. Crustal556

anisotropy in the southern Chilean subduction zone is to date, however, not quantitatively studied.557

Such a research could possibly confirm or discard the hypotheses mentioned above.558

The reflectivity in the eastern part of the profile and beyond should not be considered as559
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conclusive due to the low data coverage in that part of the profile. For example, due to the field560

geometry, east-dipping reflectors in this zone are not recovered. The nature of the reflectors in561

this portion of the profile will probably remain uncertain until the TIPTEQ transect is extended562

further east.563
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Figure 1: Location of TIPTEQ onshore active-source seismic experiment. Gray line:
receiver line. Gray diamonds: shot locations. Black line: common depth-point

(CDP) line of the TIPTEQ seismic reflection profile. Red star: epicentre of the 1960
Chilean earthquake after Krawczyk and the SPOC Team (2003). Red line: surface
trace of the Lanalhue fault zone (LFZ; after Melnick and Echtler, 2006). WP/EP:

West and east 1D profiles for which amplitude ratios were calculated using the
reflectivity method.

Figure 2: P-wave phase stack seismic reflection image derived from the vertical
component of the seismic data along the TIPTEQ profile. WP and EP mark the

rectangular regions for which synthetic seismograms were calculated and compared
with the observed data. LFZ: Lanalhue Fault Zone.
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Figure 3: First 10 s of the P-wave phase stack with deconvolution. The black arrow
points to what is interpreted as the geometry of the LFZ in the first seconds. LFZ:

Lanalhue Fault Zone.
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Figure 4: S-wave phase stack seismic reflection images of the horizontal components
of the seismic data along the TIPTEQ profile. a) east-west component, b)

north-south component. In a) the rectangles mark the regions for which synthetic
seismograms were calculated. Letters marking features in the images are discussed

in the text. LFZ: Lanalhue Fault Zone.
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Figure 5: Post-stack depth migrated P-wave seismic reflection image. Vertical
exaggeration ∼ 1. Synthetic seismograms using the reflectivity method were

calculated for the two portions WP and EP inside the rectangles. LFZ: Lanalhue
Fault Zone.

Figure 6: Close-up of post-stack depth migrated P-wave seismic reflection image
with deconvolution. There are reflectivity candidates for the LFZ at shallower

depths. Vertical exaggeration ∼ 1. LFZ: Lanalhue Fault Zone.
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Figure 7: For the western 1D profile (WP), the three P- and S-reflections, whose
arrival times and amplitude ratios were modelled using the reflectivity method. See

also Fig. S2.
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Figure 8: For the eastern 1D profile (EP), the four P- and S-reflections, whose
arrival times and amplitude ratios were modelled using the reflectivity method. See

also Fig. S3.
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Figure 9: Left: synthetic 1D P- and S-velocity models found to reproduce the
observed mean amplitude ratios in the western profile (WP). The numbers indicate

the absolute values of the velocity contrasts at each interface in km s−1. In blue:
seismic velocity models with a low velocity zone (LVZ) at 31 km depth. In red:
seismic velocity models without a LVZ. The colours and numbers of the layers

indicate the inferred lithological units (see Section 6.3 and Fig. 11). OC: oceanic
crust; OM: oceanic mantle. Right: synthetic seismograms with the modelled

reflectivity phases. In blue: seismograms obtained from seismic velocity models with
a LVZ. In red: seismograms obtained from seismic velocity models without a LVZ.

The grey shading shows the time windows where the reflection phases were observed
in the time-stacked images.
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Tables722

Processing step P-reflectivity processing S-reflectivity processing

Data input
first 50 s of Z-component NVR

data

first 50 s of EW- and
NS-component NVR data
to be processed separately

Common pre-
processing

Data demeaned, useless traces killed,
noise with frequencies in the range of

useful frequencies muted (e.g. airblast, car noise),
shift errors corrected, direct and refracted arrivals

muted, static corrections moved traces to floating datum
Polarity reversal - For traces with negative offset
Bandpass filter 6 - 10 - 35 - 50 Hz 4 - 8 - 20 - 40 Hz
Automatic gain
control (AGC)

Window length: 4 s Window length: 7 s

Coherence
enhancement

Limited aperture Tau-P transform

Complex Wiener unit prediction
filter for a specified frequency

range, limited aperture
Tau-P transform

Normal moveout
(NMO) correction

Using SPOC velocity model
(Krawczyk et al., 2006)

Using empirical S-wave velocity
model (see text for details)

Common depth point (CDP) stack

Post-stack processing
Static corrections take reflections

to final datum, limited
aperture Tau-P transform

Static corrections take reflections
to final datum, time and space

large variant bandpass filter
Kirchhoff depth migration

Table 1: Workflow for the post-stack depth migration for P-reflectivity (vertical
component, left) and S-reflectivity (horizontal components, right).
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Supplementary figures
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Figure S1: Differences in traveltimes (left) and amplitude ratios (right) for three reflections (and
pairs of reflections) from a flat model and a dipping layer model. Circles: traveltime and

amplitude ratio differences of P-reflections in the vertical component of the synthetic
seismograms (flat model minus dipping layer model). Triangles: traveltime and amplitude ratio

differences of S-reflections in the radial component of the synthetic seismograms (flat model
minus dipping layer model).
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Figure S2: Upper panels: for the western 1D profile, WP, the three P-reflections, whose arrival
times and amplitude ratios were modelled using the reflectivity method. The right panel shows

the observed amplitude ratios for each CDP, with their mean observed amplitude ratio and
standard deviation. Lower panels: equivalent observations for the three S-reflections.
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Figure S3: Upper panels: for the eastern 1D profile, EP, the four P-reflections, whose arrival
times and amplitude ratios were modelled using the reflectivity method. The right panel shows

the observed amplitude ratios for each CDP, with their mean observed amplitude ratio and
standard deviation. Lower panels: equivalent observations for the four S-reflections.
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Figure S4: Top: calculated P-amplitude ratios for the 1D velocity models with a low velocity
zone (LVZ) and without (no LVZ) for the western profile (WP). The line in the centre of each

plot marks the observed mean amplitude ratio. The standard deviation (σ) is shown in each case.
Bottom: calculated S-amplitude ratios.
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Figure S5: Top: calculated P-amplitude ratios for the 1D velocity models for the eastern profile
(EP): the first with a gradient zone between the second and third intracrustal reflections (GZ1)
and the second with a gradient zone between the third intracrustal reflection and the reflection
from the top of the oceanic crust (GZ2). The line in the centre of each plot marks the observed
mean amplitude ratio. The standard deviation (σ) is shown in each case. Bottom: calculated

S-amplitude ratios.
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